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Citicus ONE highly rated in SC Magazine Risk and
Policy Management review
UK company Citicus Limited reported that its Citicus ONE risk and compliance management software
has received a high rating from SC Magazine in its annual group test of risk and policy management
tools. Citicus ONE was given a five-star ‘outstanding’ rating for its features, performance and
documentation and an overall verdict describing the software as a “strong risk assessment-driven tool”
with no notable weaknesses.
The SC Magazine reviews draws particular attention to the way in which Citicus ONE provides rolebased results to users, saying, “Reporting is a strength of this product. Reports are largely graphical and
interactive. The visualization capabilities of the product are well done”.
Other features of Citicus ONE highlighted by the review include:
● the ease of configuring the control assessment framework to local requirements
●

the remediation planning capabilities, including the ability to link actions to specific control
improvements

●

its ability to analyze information on incidents – both historical and future

●

its scalability to handle environments of any size.

Responding to SC Magazine's review, Citicus managing director Simon Oxley says:

"We're very pleased to get another great review from SC Magazine's group test process. This
is a strong endorsement of what we have achieved in collaboration with our customers who
are using Citicus ONE for an ever-growing range of governance, risk and compliance
requirements.”
The full review of Citicus ONE can be found at http://www.scmagazine.com//citicus-onevr35/review/3894/.

About Citicus
Citicus Limited was formed in 2000 by Simon Oxley, Sian Alcock and Marco Kapp. The company provides
world-class automated risk management tools that have been implemented in public and private sector
enterprises of all sizes around the world, and helps customers implement them successfully.

About SC Magazine
SC Magazine arms information security professionals with the in-depth, unbiased business and technical
information they need to tackle the countless security challenges they face and to establish risk
management and compliance postures that underpin overall business strategies.
The magazine is the longest-running information security magazine in the world, with the widest
distribution.
For more information:
Contact:
Simon Oxley, Marco Kapp or Sian Alcock, Citicus Ltd, Tel +44 (0)20 7203 8405 e-mail: info@citicus.com.
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